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A Role Model for Us

From the Editor’s Desk

Dear RCJH Family,
Can’t believe it. We already are way past over the first month of of 2024. Time to
sit…think and rethink our goals…our resolutions.  

And come February…our stress starts building up…

Stress of Exams… 
Stress of filing the tax

Stress of having a Valentine 

Valentine…though, with its history only brings the image of a couple much in
love. 

How about changing this trend…Making “Service Above Self” as our Valentine…
Rotarian’s Valentine. The ever - growing list of our projects are evident, yet a lot
many younger lot need to build the faith of serving our community…our
society…our nation….

So be the change…Have big dreams…

And hey, if you need a break from all the stress, why not peek at our Rotary
travelogue?

So, as February unfolds like a mystery novel with too many plot twists, let's
embrace the madness with a good dose of humor. After all, laughter is the best
medicine – well, that and maybe a strong cup of coffee.

Here's to dreaming big…serving bigger…and showing February who’s the boss! 

Keep Shining, Rotarians…

Dimple



President RCJH -2023-24 
Dr. Jyothi Reddy Ghanta

Dear Fellow Rotarians!
As we embark on February, the month dedicated to peacebuilding, I cannot help but
reflect on the month gone by. I extend my heartfelt gratitude to each and every one of
you for your dedication and commitment to our club's mission. As you may recall, we
began the year with a survey seeking your insights and aspirations. The overwhelming
response was invaluable, and your suggestions are already shaping our initiatives for
the coming months.

This month, we turn our focus to the fundamental principle of Rotary: peace. We
understand that conflict rarely arises in a vacuum; often, it is fuelled by deeper
problems like poverty, hunger, lack of education, and racial discrimination. These root
causes breed frustration, despair, and ultimately, violence.

This is where Rotary steps in. Through our diverse projects, we aim to address these root
causes head-on, fostering a more just and equitable world. We fight poverty by
empowering communities, combat discrimination through understanding and
inclusivity, promote education for a brighter future, and champion healthcare for all. By
tackling these fundamental issues, Rotary works tirelessly towards its ultimate vision: a
world at peace. Every project, every initiative, every act of service fuels the movement
towards a world free from conflict.

This February, I invite you to reflect on how you can contribute to building peace within
your community and beyond. Consider volunteering your time, donating to a
meaningful cause, or simply engaging in open and respectful
dialogue. Together, we can make a difference, one action at a time.

Jyothi Reddy
President
RCJH
2023-24

CLUB PRESIDENT’S
MESSAGE



Name of the Member Birthday

SHYAMSUNDER REDDY
CHURUKANTI Feb' 01

NARASIMHA RAO VALIVETI PHF Feb' 01

VENKATA REDDY M Feb' 02

GAURAV SAXENA Feb' 08

KAJLA RANJAN Feb' 10

RAJASHEKAR REDDY TATAGIRI Feb' 13

KAMALAKAR L V V PHF Feb' 16

RAVI MURARKA PHF Feb' 21

ZAKI ABBAS NASSER Feb' 21

LAKSHMAN DAITHA Feb' 22

RAMANA KUMAR DAVULURI Feb' 24

CHENNAREDDY MITTA Feb' 28

JAGANMOHAN REDDY Y Feb' 28

RAJA SHEKHAR MANCHI Feb' 28

Name of the Member Spouse Name Anniversary

SITARAM BABU SADANALA MURALI KUMARI Feb' 04

PALLAVI MADHIRA VIJAYAKUMAR MADHIRA Feb' 05

VIJAYAKUMAR MADHIRA PALLAVI MADHIRA Feb' 05

SRILATHA SIVAPURAM SURENDRA KUMAR Feb' 10

SURENDRA KUMAR
SIVAPURAM SRILATHA Feb' 10

SRIKANTH ADDAGIRI SHRAVANI ADDAGIRI Feb' 11

SAGAR VISHWAS SRIVIDYA Feb' 11

SARAT GOPAL B. PHF JHANSI RANI Feb' 13

LALITHA JYOTHI AKELLA SRINAGESH AKELLA Feb' 14

SRINAGESH AKELLA LALITA JYOTHI AKELLA Feb' 14

PREETI SHAH PRASHANT SHAH Feb' 18

MALLIKARJUN SAJJAN DEEPALI Feb' 19

YUGANDHAR REDDY T. SUNITHA Feb' 20

SAI KRISHNA PASUPULETI SRI LAKSHMI PASUPULETI Feb' 21

JAGANMOHAN REDDY Y SUNITHA Feb' 22

DR. MUNAGA RAMA MOHANA
RAO MVNSS LAKSHMI Feb' 22

RAVI KUMAR MADABHUSHI HEMA Feb' 23

RAMESH BABU VELUGURI MADHAVI VELUGURI Feb' 24

RIZWAN SYED PHF ASMA Feb' 26

RAGHUPATHI RAO N Dr. PHF JHANSI LAKSHMI Feb' 27

PALAKURI SANYASI RAJU (PS
RAJU) P RAJANI Feb' 28

RAMA KOTESWARA RAO K PHF SRIDEVI Feb' 28

SRIDEVI KOLLURI PHF RAMA KOTESHWARA RAO Feb' 28

MUZZAMMIL ANZER Dr. DIAN Feb' 28

Birthdays

February
Birthday & Anniversaries

Anniversaries



RCJH in Action

On January 2nd, a panel discussion delving into the vocations of Rotarians was held. The panelists,
including Rtn Sheetal Sohini, Rtn Kumara Swamy, Rtn Akbar Faiz Khan, Rtn Murali Krishna Anantula,

and Rtn Viswanathan Pottypally, were joined by moderator Rtn Deepti Sagar. They collectively
explored and shared insights into their respective vocations.

On January 7th, the Rotary Club of Jubilee Hills celebrated
Sankranthi Sambaralu at "The Shri Ram Universal School."

Over 160 Rotarians and their family members actively
participated in various activities including Pongal cooking,

Bhogipallu, Bhogi mantalu, Rangoli Competition, flying
kites, fancy Dress Competition, Ramp walk, and concluded
with a traditional "Aritaku Bhojanam." The District Governor

and the First Lady also participated in the sambaralu,
adding to the festive spirit of the event.



RCJH in Action

On January 10th, the Rotary Club of Jubilee Hills handed over Rs 6 lakhs worth of
Operation theatre lights and cauterization machines to Niloufer Hospital

Superintendent Dr. Usha Rani.

On January 11th, the Rotary Club of Jubilee Hills
inaugurated the classrooms and toilets funded by

its members and associates in the tribal school
called "Children of Forest School" at Mallela
Theertham, Saralapalli Gramam, Srisailam.



RCJH in Action

On January 20th, a team of Rotarians from RCJH visited ZPH
School at Kollapadakal Village to conduct a need analysis.

On January 20th, the Rotary Club of Jubilee Hills
conducted Sports Day at Government Girls High

School West Marredpally. Over 300 students actively
participated in various games. Mementos and

medals were generously sponsored by JP Morgan,
with more than 100 volunteers from JP Morgan also

participating. The prizes were distributed by the Guest
of Honour, Rtn Sumathi Churukanti.



RCJH in Action

On January 23rd, four new members were inducted into the
Rotary Club of Jubilee Hills.

On January 20th, the Rotary Club of Jubilee Hills
conducted Sports Day at Government Girls High

School West Marredpally. Over 300 students actively
participated in various games. Mementos and

medals were generously sponsored by JP Morgan,
with more than 100 volunteers from JP Morgan also

participating. The prizes were distributed by the Guest
of Honour, Rtn Sumathi Churukanti.



RCJH in Action

On January 26th, Republic Day was celebrated at the
Anganwadi refurbished by the Rotary Club of Jubilee Hills.

On January 27th, RCJH presented the annual
"Vocational Excellence Awards 2023-24" at The

Manohar Hotel Begumpet. Shri AK Khan IPS (Retd)
graced the event as the chief guest. The esteemed
awardees honored during the ceremony were Smt

Mamta Trivedi, Smt Vasundhara Reddy, Smt Madhavi
Lata Kompella, Dr. Gangadhararao Gupta, and Shri D

V Manohar. Rtn Satya Pinjala chaired the event.



RCJH in Action

On January 31st, DEO Smt Rohini inaugurated the "Rtn Raghava Rao Memorial Block"
consisting of newly constructed 9 classrooms at Government High School, Film Nagar. The
construction of this block was funded by Rotarians, family, and friends of Late Sri Raghav

Rao, amounting to Rs One crore.

Ms. Jerrie Ueberle, who was in
Hyderabad to train students of
Government Degree College for

Women, Begumpet, attended the
RCJH meeting on 2nd January
and addressed the members.



RCJH in Media



Know your Rotarians!

In this segment, we invite you to test your knowledge of our esteemed Rotarian community.
Can you identify the faces behind these delightful childhood photos?

Send your answers to Rtn Sheela with a CC to our Club President

Answers will be shared in the upcoming issue of Jubileen

Can you identify this Rotarian
from their early days?

Take a guess at which Rotarian
this is from their younger years!

Who do you think this Rotarian is,
looking at their younger self?

Try to recognize this Rotarian
from their youthful days!



Rtn Rizwan SM Rtn Amarender Reddy

4. Rtn Abhishek Reddy Anam Rtn Tanneeru Ganga Bhavani 

Know your Rotarians!

Answers to December’s Issue of “Know your Rotarians



 Sl No  Course  Batch size  Quater  Timings  Status 

1  Tailoring-1  14  Q4  9:00 to 12:30
Pm  Ongoing 

2  Tailoring-2  13  Q4  1:30 to 4:30
Pm  Ongoing 

Our Learning Center Updates

January month updates:

2nd Floor Update: New tailoring batches launched with 28 students. Check out our class
pictures and details below:

Course: Tailoring
Batch Size: 28
Status: Enrolling Now!



Our Learning Center Updates

EDP Update: 3rd Floor

Received order for 50 blouses, beneficiaries occupied with order processing.
Stitching costs: Rs. 40 and Rs. 80 per blouse.

Total received: Rs. 3840.
Anticipating new order for approximately 50,000 pillow covers.
Planning to increase beneficiaries' wages through Primary Essential Commodity head.
Initiating manufacturing of shopping bags, Godavari bags, lunch bags, office bags, etc.
Products will be available for purchase in stalls and showrooms.
Sales proceeds reinvested in acquiring raw material for a sustainable cycle.

Tuitions Update:

Following the festival, our student enrollment surged, with 50 students
currently enrolled and 44 maintaining regular attendance.



This winter my family wanted to have a holiday where we can enjoy the snow
and try our hand at skiing. We zeroed in on Shimla and booked rooms at Taj
Theog Resort for 3 days, but the forecasts for mid January 2024 showed no
snowfall, so we cancelled the booking. Then we looked at Gulmarg in Kashmir
which also projected no snowfall till end of January, another cancellation. Then
we all thought of Almaty city in Kazakhstan and spoke to MakemyTrip who
confirmed that Almaty will certainly have snow. We customised our itinerary
with them for a 3 day trip. The flight time from Delhi to Almaty is just 3.5 hours
and Indians do not require a visa for visiting Kazakhstan, which made it more
convenient for our last minute planning. 

We were received at the Almaty airport at 3 am on 26th January, by the
representative of makemytrip who drove us to Grand Hotel Tien Shan, a nice 4
star property with spacious rooms. The moment we came out of the airport we
felt the freezing -7 degrees temperature and were happy to see snow
everywhere. The first impression of the city is that it is a clean and beautiful city
with straight wide roads having trees and footpaths on both sides of the road.
The moment we entered the hotel the central heating system of the hotel made
us all very comfortable. The driver told us that the sunrise in the morning is
around 8.15 am and advised us to be ready by 10.30 am to start our tour.

They drove us to Shymbulak Ski Resort which is a 30 minute drive from our
hotel. This resort has 3 levels on the mountains filled with snow. At each level
there are people skiing and snowboarding. From the ground level we were
taken on cable car called Gondola to each level. The top level (level 3) is at
3200 meters above the sea level. The Gondola ride over the snow covered
mountains was breath taking and fascinating. At each level there are
restaurants, lodges and skiing equipment hiring facilities. It is an out of the
world experience standing in the midst of snow-mountains feeling the freezing
and chill winds. When we reached the 3rd level we were fortunate to see the
sun out of the clouds which made the snow-clad mountains look glittering and
fabulous.

TRAVELOGUE 
TRIP TO KAZAKHSTAN

Kazakhstan is a Central Asian country and a part of former Soviet
republic (USSR), it extends from the Caspian Sea in the west to the

Altai Mountains at its eastern border with China and Russia. Its
largest metropolis, Almaty, is a long-standing trading hub. This

country has a large land mass and a very small population. India
is just 1.2 times of Kazakhstan’s land area and the population of
Kazakhstan is just 1.94 million as against India’s 1.4 billion. This

country got its independence in the year 1991. The currency of this
country is called Tenge.

We spent a considerable time on shopping the warm clothes
before embarking on this journey. We the six adults, my wife, two

daughters, their husbands and two granddaughters were
prepared with thermal wear, puff jackets etc., for facing minus (-)

10 degrees temperature. By the time the driver came with an
English speaking guide we were all enjoying the snowfall that
started in the morning. It is a special feeling experiencing the

snowfall. Our guide told us that only around 10% of the population
can speak English and advised us to take her help when we need

to communicate with anybody. The official language of the
people is Kazakh and they also speak Russian. 



After spending two hours at the top we started our ride back and by the time we reached the ground level the
climate suddenly changed, the sun disappeared into the clouds, snow fall started, and the wind became more chill
and uncomfortable. Our guide advised us to get back to the hotel and relax for the day. On the way she took us to a
money exchanger where we converted some USD into the local Tenge. When I gave USD a note for exchange the
person at the counter said the note is not acceptable. I was confused and called our guide, she spoke to the person
and told me that the note has Arabic letters written on it so it could not be accepted. So I gave another note and got
the exchange. For 100 USD the local currency we got was 44,531 Tenge. I thought it was a lot of money, but no, it is not
much !!

The second day morning we started around 11 am and started driving to Almarasan George, though they call it
George, it is a Gorge which is surrounded by mountains and a small stream flowing beneath. It has a hot spring. As
we started our drive up the mountain on the ghat road, we were thrilled to see thick snow all around and also on the
road. After a 10-minute drive on the ghat road, our van tires started skidding and got stuck in the snow. Our driver
and the guide made a decision to abandon our trip to the mountain top and slowly started descending on the ghat
road and stopped at a small open ground covered with thick snow. We all got down and played in the snow for some
time and the child in all of us came out and we all threw snow on each other jumped and danced in the snow. It is a
great sight watching my entire family especially my granddaughters playing in the snow. It was wonderful to see a
small stream flowing next to the snow-filled ground. The sound of flowing water on the small rocks was very
soothing, I stood there in silence for a few minutes and felt energized. 

We were then taken to a park called the First President Park. It is a huge park and there is an ice skating rink where
adults and children are enjoying the skating. We then drove to another place called Koke Tobe, which in Kazakh
language means green hill. This is a small hill in the midst of the city and we were taken on top through a cable car. It
was nice watching the city down below from the cable car. We spent some time on the top had our lunch at the
restaurant on the top and then came down through the cable car and proceeded to Zenkov Cathedral which is one
of the most beautiful, magnificent architectural monuments of Almaty city surrounded by the green (presently
covered by snow) Panfilov Park. We were happy to see the evening prayers and rituals at the Cathedral.  We had our
dinner at a cute restaurant called ‘Cafeteria’. For vegetarians like us, the food options are very limited in the city.
Horse meat seems to be the local delicacy. All major liquor brands are available in the restaurants, the peg measure
in this country is 50 ml compared to our 30 or 60 ml.

The next day morning we checked out of the hotel around 11.30 am and proceeded to Shymbulak Ski Resort once
again as my daughters wanted to try skiing. We hired a skiing instructor for a two-hour slot and hired the skiing
equipment including the boots, goggles, helmets etc. After two hours of training, they were able to just move and ski
a few meters on their own and we were happy and satisfied that we accomplished something. Apart from the closed
cable cars, there are open bench-type cable cars (open gondolas) and both my daughters and their husbands took
a ride on them up to the next level of the mountain and came back. They felt thrilled but also felt too cold by the time
they came back as the ride was on an open bench.  The whole day was sunny and very pleasant with above 5
degrees temperature. After 4 pm the temperature started falling and suddenly it was -5 degrees by 5 pm. On the
way down from the cable car we saw below a huge international standard ice skating rink, where Winter Olympics
were held a few years ago. 

TRAVELOGUE 
TRIP TO KAZAKHSTAN



From there we drove straight to the airport to catch our flight to Delhi. We reached the airport by 6.30 pm and our
flight was at 10.30 pm. We were the first to reach the check in counter and felt very disappointed to know that the
system at the counter was unable to locate our names though we have valid tickets issued by the travel agent. After
an hour they said they honour the ticket but need some time to cross check with their data base and the agent’s
data and issue us the Boarding passes. At last they issued our boarding passes at 9.30 pm. To our surprise they
issued manually written boarding passes to both my granddaughters who are minors. On our request the officer of
the airlines (FlyArista) came personally to the immigration counter and cleared us. He was very apologetic and said
it was their system fault and allotted us the front row seats in the air craft where there was good leg room. But while
boarding the flight again we were asked to wait as there are manual boarding passes. An officer of the airline again
came and authorised our boarding the flight. On landing at Delhi airport again another official of the airline came
and checked the manual boarding passes of my granddaughters and took photographs of the passes and let us
leave the terminal.

It was a great trip except the last few hours of tension at the airport. All is well that ends well.

TRAVELOGUE 
TRIP TO KAZAKHSTAN

Rtn. Subba Rao Tallapragada
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A DECADE AGO



Vitality Corner
Nutritional Facts

Vegetables



Vitality Corner
Nutritional Facts

Fruits



LET THEM EAT CAKE

INGREDIENTS

200 g – Maida - self-raising flour
200 g butter/oil (any vegetable oil can be used) 
160 g powdered sugar/ caster sugar
3 large eggs
1 tablespoon vanilla essence
4 tablespoons milk -  full fat/semi-skimmed
½ teaspoon baking powder

INSTRUCTIONS
Preheat the oven 
Add oil and sugar and beat it (using a beater/ mixer or by hand – in one direction only)
approx. 3 ms
Add eggs – one by one slowly and gradually 
Add flour (mix baking powder in it)
Add vanilla essence 
Using the spatula mix (fold ) the mix in one direction only + Add milk   
Mix all the ingredients till smooth
Grease the pan with oil and a little flour – pour the mix and keep it pre-heated oven
Take a toothpick or fork test to check if completely baked
Switch off the oven after 20 mts remove it from the oven and allow it to cool before cutting
into wedges

Sponge Cake
Prep Time – 20 mts

Baking Time – 20 mts

As responded by the Queen of France “Marie – Antoinette,” during the
French Revolution.  
As the story goes, it was the queen’s response upon being told that her
starving peasants had no bread.

But the controversy remains – that did she ever say those words…

The historical origin of sponge cake can be traced back to the Renaissance
era. The earliest traces can be found in a book by the is found in a book by
the English poet Gervase Markham, The English Huswife, Containing the
Inward and Outward Virtues Which Ought to Be in a Complete
Woman (1615)

Fast Forward “2024,” who stops us from eating cake…and more than that
who stops us from baking the cake…here’s the simple recipe of baking the
cake…and don’t forget to invite me for Cake & Coffee



Laughter
The Best
Medicine! 

                 Student: Because of a
sign down the road.

Teacher: what does the sign
have to do with you being late?

Student: The sign said “School
ahead, Go slow

Child: I think we need a new
teacher 

Mom: why’s that ?

Child: Our teacher doesn’t know
anything! She keeps asking for
the answers.

Teacher: why are you doing
multiplication on the floor?

Student: you said we have to do
it without tables.

The Student The Parent My Table

Paul Harris died on 27 January 1947 in Chicago at age 78,
after a prolonged illness. Before his death, he made it known
that he preferred contributions to The Rotary Foundation
instead of flowers. By coincidence, days before he died,
Rotary leaders had committed to a major fundraising effort
for the Foundation. 
 

From 1947, the contribution to The Rotary Foundation increased severalfold. In the same year, the first
programme of TRF, the Ambassadorial Scholarship was started. Those who completed the Scholarship
were known as Paul Harris Fellows. The present recognition of PHF to those who contribute 1000 dollars to
the Annual Fund, Polio Fund ( later ), or a designated Global Grant ( later ) was started only in 1957. 

 The highly recognized programs like Matching Grants and GSE were started only in 1965. Both these
programmes were withdrawn and Global Grants and V.T.T. were introduced after the Future Vision Plan
came into vogue in 2013.

The Rotary Club of New York City was declared the
winner and were awarded as a prize a bell from a
popular patrol boat, which was placed on wood that
came from HMS "Victory", Admiral Nelson's vessel at
the battle of Trafalgar. 

Since then, the bell used in Rotary meetings started to
represent, as on the ships, order, discipline and the
time to guide us through the weekly hour and a half
meetings. The bell informs us with its sound the
beginning of the Rotary meeting, other club rituals and
of course the closure of the regular club meeting.

In 1922, U.S. Rotarians
organised an attendance
contest; the challenge was
that the losing clubs would
join in giving the winning club
a prize. 

Teacher: why are you
late for school?



Upcoming Events
District and International Events

06 Feb -Speaker
Meeting 

13 Feb - Quiz hosted by
Rtn Vijay Madhira 

19 Feb - Rotary 119 th
birthday  Celebrations



Rotary International News

To read the Full News, Log into www.rotary.org
A Few Updates from Rotary International



Sharing Hope In Singapore

2024 Rotary
International Convention

25th - 29th May 2024

SINGAPORE

Register Now

Experience the profound Rotary Convention in vibrant 

Singapore from May 25th to May 29th, 2024. 

Connect with action-driven individuals from around the 

world, fostering friendshipvs and learning from 

distinguished speakers. 

Be inspired to make a difference, leaving with renewed 

hope and a commitment to share it with the world. 

@www.convention.rotary.org/en-us/registration

DO NOT MISS !

*for Private Circulation Only


